DID YOU KNOW...?

Residence Hall fun facts for current students who are preparing for Room Selection

Did You Know that Becket and More Halls...?

- Are available to Fall 2013 Sophomores.
- Are located on the hill behind Justin Hall and to the right of Claeys North.
- Accommodates six students within three double rooms in each suite.
- Are equipped with a full bathroom, small living area, and basic furniture (including a mini fridge and microwave).
- Contains one large built in dresser (designed for two people to use) and two lockable closets within each bedroom.
- Are cleaned once a week by ABLE janitorial staff (bathrooms ONLY!).
- Have Comcast provided DTA cable boxes in the bedrooms.
- Have controllable heating in each suite; However, the controls are for the entire space meaning they cannot be controlled by individual bedrooms.
- Have a laundry facilities in More Hall ONLY!
- Becket is home to the Lasallian Living Learning Community.

Did You Know that Claeys North and Claeys South...?

- Are available to Fall 2013 Sophomores.
- Are located to the left of Becket Hall and below Ageno A.
- Consists of a “Jack and Jill” layout (meaning there is one double bedroom and one single bedroom on each side of the bathroom which conjoins the four bedrooms).
- Are equipped with a small nook of cabinet space, microwave, and mini fridge to be shared amongst the three residents on each side of the bathroom.
- Contain 1 built in full dresser and 2 lockable closets in each double bedroom.
- Contain 1 built in full dresser and 1 lockable closet in each single bedroom.
- Offer a hall lounge area with full kitchen accessible to all residents.
- Are cleaned once a week by ABLE janitorial staff (bathrooms ONLY!).
- Have Comcast provided DTA cable boxes in the bedrooms.
- Each suite has heating; each room controls its heating independently of other room(s) in the suite.
- Have laundry facilities in each building.
- Claeys South is home to the Honors Living Learning Community.
- Claeys North is home to the Global Living Learning Community.
Did You Know that the Lower Townhouses...?

- Are located behind the baseball field at the front of campus.
- Consist of Syufy, Sabatte, Thille, Freitas, Guerrieri East, and Guerrieri West.
- Are available to Fall 2013 Juniors and Seniors ONLY.
- Are the only residence halls on campus (including Ageno East and West) that do not require you to have a meal plan.
- Consists of seven apartments spread out over two floors.
- Accommodates six students within three double rooms in each apartment except for one per building.
- Consist of one apartment per Lower Townhouse building that accommodates only four students in two double rooms; apartments with only four residents do not have a patio.
- Are equipped with a full bathroom, kitchen, living area, basic furniture, and a patio per apartment.
- DO NOT have a microwave provided by Saint Mary’s.
- All have controllable air conditioning and heating. However, the controls are for the entire space meaning they cannot be controlled by individual bedrooms.
- Are cleaned once a week by ABLE janitorial staff (bathrooms ONLY!).
- Now have Comcast provided DTA cable boxes in both the individual bedrooms and living room in each apartment.
- Have laundry facilities in each building.
- Are known to be the noisier of the Townhouses (as opposed to Ageno East or West).

Did You Know that the Upper Townhouses...?

- Are located at the top of De La Salle Drive, at the bottom of the cross on the hill.
- Consists of Ageno East and Ageno West.
- Are the only residence halls on campus (including the Lower Townhouses) that do not require you to have a meal plan.
- Are available to Fall 2013 Juniors and Seniors ONLY.
- Consists of 10 apartments per building spread across two floors with two exterior hallways (i.e. outdoors).
- Accommodates five students per apartment; they each have one double room and one triple room.
- Are equipped with a living area, basic furniture, kitchen, and two bathrooms (one containing a shower and sink, the other containing a toilet and sink).
- DO NOT have a microwave provide by Saint Mary’s.
- Have controllable heating in each apartment; However, the controls are for the entire space meaning they cannot be controlled by individual bedrooms.
- Are built with air conditioning for the whole building.
- Are cleaned once a week by ABLE janitorial staff (bathrooms ONLY!).
- Now have Comcast provided DTA cable boxes in both the individual bedrooms and living room in each apartment.
- Have laundry facilities in each building.
- Ageno West is home to the Santiago Living Learning Community.
- Are known to be the quieter of the Townhouses.
Did You Know that Michael Ageno Hall, Marjorie David Ageno Hall, Ferdinand & Camille Ageno Hall...?

- Are available to Fall 2013 Sophomores.
- Are located behind Claeys North leading up the hill in sequence.
- Michael Ageno Hall is known as Ageno A.
- Marjorie David Ageno Hall is known as Ageno B.
- Ferdinand and Camille Ageno Hall is known as Ageno C.
- Consists of a “Jack and Jill” layout (meaning there is one double bedroom and one single bedroom on each side of the bathroom which conjoins the four bedrooms).
- Are equipped with a full bath, small nook of cabinet space, microwave, and small fridge to be shared amongst the 3 residents on each side of the bathroom.
- Contains 1 built in full dresser and 2 lockable closets in each double bedroom.
- Contains 1 built in full dresser and 1 lockable closet in each single bedroom.
- Offers a hall lounge area with full kitchen accessible to all residents.
- Are cleaned once a week by ABLE janitorial staff (bathrooms ONLY!).
- Have Comcast provided DTA cable boxes in the bedrooms.
- Each suite has heating; each room controls its heating independently of other room(s) in the suite.
- Ageno B offers a few triple rooms throughout the building.
- Ageno C is home to two suites of graduate students.
- Have laundry facilities in each building.

Did You Know that Aquinas Hall...?

- Is available to Fall 2013 Sophomores.
- Is located in central campus in between Mitty Hall and De La Salle Hall.
- Consists of a “Jack and Jill” layout (meaning there is one double bedroom and one single bedroom on each side of the bathroom which conjoins the four bedrooms).
- Are equipped with a small nook of cabinet space, microwave, and mini fridge to be shared amongst the three residents on each side of the bathroom.
- Contain 2 three-drawer dressers and 2 lockable closets in each double bedroom.
- Contain 1 three-drawer dresser and 1 lockable closet in each single bedroom.
- Offer a hall lounge area accessible to all residents.
- Are cleaned once a week by ABLE janitorial staff (bathrooms ONLY!).
- Have Comcast provided DTA cable boxes in the bedrooms.
- Each suite has heating; each room controls its heating independently of other room(s) in the suite.
- Shares a laundry facility with Mitty Hall located on the ground floor.
Did You Know that Siena Hall...?

- Is available to Fall 2013 Female Sophomores.
- Is located to the right of the Soda Center.
- Only consists of four double rooms and two single rooms in the entire building.
- Contains 2 three-drawer wardrobes in each double bedroom.
- Contains 1 three-drawer wardrobe in each single bedroom.
- Contains a vanity within each bedroom.
- Has community style bathrooms and showers shared by all of the hall residents.
- Offer a hall lounge area with a full kitchen and laundry facility accessible to all residents.
- Are cleaned by ABLE janitorial staff (bathrooms ONLY!).
- Have Comcast provided DTA cable boxes in the bedrooms.
- Each room controls its heating independently of other room(s).
- Is also home to our school president, Br. Ronald Gallagher.